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The purpose of this note is to extend two test problems of I.

Kaplansky [l, Problems II and III] to the categories of modules over

Dedekind rings. Problem III has been solved and extended to mod-

ules over principal ideal domains by P. M. Cohn [2] and E. A. Walker

[3]. A part of our treatment is a little similar to theirs.

In what follows A will stand for a Dedekind ring and modules will

mean A modules. For submodules (~\ and VJ will be used in the lattice

theoretic sense.

Lemma 1. For modules BECEB®A, we have C = B®(C(~\A).

Lemma 2. In a module Ai®A2 = Bi®B2 if A2^B2^A, then Ai^Bi.

Proof. By Lemma 1 AiUBi = Bi®((Ai\JBi)nB2). Then A1/A1

nBi9áAiKJBi/Bi^á(Ai<JBi)r\B2EB2 is projective. Therefore Ai

= (Ai C\ Bi) ® A{. In like manner Bi = (Ai C\ Bx) ® B{. From

iAiC\Bi)®A{ ®A2=(AiC\Bi)®B{ ®B2 we get A{ ®A2^B( ®B2.

As Al^(AiKJBi)r\B2, Bl<^(AiKJBi)r\A2 are isomorphic with A
ideals, A{Ç=B{ according to [4, Theorem 2]. Hence Ai=Bi.

Corollary. If A®C=B®C where C is a finitely generated free

module, the A^B.

Lemma 3. If A ® C=B ® C where C is a finitely generated projective

module, then A =75.

Proof. Because we can complete C to a finitely generated free

module by adding a suitable module.

Lemma 4. If P is a prime ideal and A®K/Pm^B®A/Pm, then

A^B.

Proof. We may assume A ® G = B ® C2 where GëiC&ilL/P*. Then
(i) Br\Ci=o=*B®((ByjCi)r\c2)=B®Ci=>(B\JCi)r\c2^Ci^>

(PUG)C\C2= C2=>A © G = P © Ci=>A^P.
(ii) BnCi^O. By Lemma 1, B/Br\Ci^(B\JCi)C\A, Ci/BC\Ci

Ë(5U Ci) H Ct. Hence A ® Ci = B ® C2 gives A ® (Ci/B H Ci)
^(B/BC\Ci)®C2<==L((B\JCi)r\A) ® Ci = BUG = B® ((B\JCi)C\C2)

^B®(Ci/Br\Ci).
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Then the lemma may be completed by induction on m.

Since every finitely generated module ever a Dedekind ring is the

direct sum of a finitely generated projective module and a finite num-

ber of modules of the form A./Pm, by Lemmas 3 and 4 we have

Theorem 1. If A® C=B © C where C is a finitely generated module,

then A^B.

Corollary. The theorem above also holds for modules over commuta-

tive Noetherian hereditary rings.

This is obvious since such a ring is the direct sum of a finite num-

ber of Dedekind rings [5, 4.13].

Lemma 5. If A and B are finitely generated torsion modules and A @A

^B@B then A^B.

Proof. We need only to prove the case of primary modules. Then

obviously A and B should have the same order ideal, say Pm. And

then ,4 =,41©,42, B = Bi®B2 where A2^B2^A/Pm. By Lemma 4

-4i©;4i=.Bi©.Bi. Hence the lemma may be completed by induction.

Lemma 6. // the ideal class group of A contains no element of order 2,

then for finitely generated torsion-free modules A@A=B®B implies

A^B.

Proof. Obviously A and B have the same rank, say r. According

to [4, Theorem l] A^h® •••©/„ B^Jt® ■ ■ ■ ®Jr where Ik, Jk

are fractionary ideals of A. Let I = Ii ■ ■ ■ IT, J=Ji • • ■ JT then I2

and J2 belong to the same ideal class [4, Theorem 2]. By the assump-

tion that the ideal class group has no element of order 2, I and J

belong to the same class. Hence A=B [4, Theorem 2].

Theorem 2. The following conditions on A are equivalent.

(i)  There is a non principal ideal I such that /ffi.Z"= A ©A.

(ii)  The ideal class group contains an element of order 2.

(iii) There are principal ideals (a), (ß), (y) such that (ct)(y) = (ß)2;

(a)VJ(y) =A and (a) is not the square of a principal ideal.

(iv) There are non-isomorphic finitely generated modules A and B

such that A®A^B®B.

Proof. (i)<=»(ii) follows from [4, Theorem 2].

(ii)=Kiii). If P = (ot), then from [6, Ch. V] I=(a, ß). And then

ß2 = ay, a = \ct2+iiaß + vß2, i.e. l=\a+nß + vy. Squaring and replac-

ing ß2 by ocy we get ^a+r¡y = 1. Hence (a)VJ(y) =A.

If (oi) = (a')2 then I=(a') according to the unique factorization

property of ideals. Hence (a) is not a square of a principal ideal.
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(iii)=>(ii). Let 1 = (a, ß), then I2 = (a). And I is not principal since

(a) is not the square of a principal ideal.

(i)=*(iv) is obvious.

(iv)=>(ii) follows from Lemmas 5 and 6.

To see that the condition "the ideal class group of A contains no

element of order 2," for Kaplansky's Problem II to have an affirma-

tive answer in the category of finitely generated modules over A, is

not superfluous, we give the following example. In the Dedekind ring

Z[(-5)1'2],let/=(3, 2-t-(-5)1'2) then 72 = (2 + (-5)1'2) and iis not

principal. But the condition is still quite general, it is valid, for exam-

ple, in all unique factorization Dedekind domains.
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